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Paladin Blockchain Security

Disclaimer
Paladin Blockchain Security (“Paladin”) has conducted an independent audit to verify the integrity
of and highlight any vulnerabilities or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be present in
the codes that were provided for the scope of this audit. This audit report does not constitute
agreement, acceptance or advocation for the Project that was audited, and users relying on this
audit report should not consider this as having any merit for nancial advice in any shape, form or
nature. The contracts audited do not account for any economic developments that may be pursued
by the Project in question, and that the veracity of the ndings thus presented in this report relate
solely to the pro ciency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our independent auditors, who
make no guarantees nor assurance that the contracts are completely free of exploits, bugs,
vulnerabilities or deprecation of technologies. Further, this audit report shall not be disclosed nor
transmitted to any persons or parties on any objective, goal or justi cation without due written
assent, acquiescence or approval by Paladin.
All information provided in this report does not constitute nancial or investment advice, nor
should it be used to signal that any persons reading this report should invest their funds without
su cient individual due diligence regardless of the ndings presented in this report. Information is
provided ‘as is’, and Paladin is under no covenant to the completeness, accuracy or solidity of the
contracts audited. In no event will Paladin or its partners, employees, agents or parties related to
the provision of this audit report be liable to any parties for, or lack thereof, decisions and/or
actions with regards to the information provided in this audit report.
Cryptocurrencies and any technologies by extension directly or indirectly related to
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and speculative by nature. All reasonable due diligence and
safeguards may yet be insu cient, and users should exercise considerable caution when
participating in any shape or form in this nascent industry.
The audit report has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and articulate
recommendations to the Project team with respect to the recti cation, amendment and/or revision
of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits within the contracts provided. It is the sole
responsibility of the Project team to su ciently test and perform checks, ensuring that the
contracts are functioning as intended, speci cally that the functions therein contained within said
contracts have the desired intended e ects, functionalities and outcomes of the Project team.
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1

Overview

This report has been prepared for bYield Finance on the Binance Smart Chain.
Paladin provides a user-centred examination of the smart contracts to look for
vulnerabilities, logic errors or other issues from both an internal and external
perspective.

1.1

Summar

Project Name

bYield Finance

URL

https://www.byield nance.com/

Platform

Binance Smart Chain

Language

Solidity

y
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1.2

Contracts Assessed
Live Code
Match

Name

Contract

BYieldToken

0xb0359DC68af5F5aa908ab1579D7E902361367A62

MATCH

MasterChef

0x3fB1e53F7168b6BCb3150dF28E845Ee3f5f9492A

MATCH

Presale

0xDC51C7aE7C6E6955FF85DE772Ca9CeB6d5294790

MATCH

FeesProcessor

0x8Ad9956022698989f3A23263eA0b5Ad05BdcE218

MATCH

BuybackProtocol

0x8A8845d49a96f466099e0B36362f9044f718A891

MATCH

PrivateFarmMC

0x415372fa8Ae4e461408247d1DCE32D5318b7Ef40

MATCH

Timelock

0x549B7E80f0bF721B0191b71B68D9ac2D3338b05E

MATCH
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Findin s Summar

Severity

Found

Resolved

Partially
Resolved

High

8

8

-

-

Medium

9

5

3

1

Low

14

12

-

2

Informational

25

23

2

-

56

48

5

3

Total

Acknowledged
(no change made)

Classi cation of Issues
Severity

Description

High

Exploits, vulnerabilities or errors that will certainly or probabilistically lead
towards loss of funds, control, or impairment of the contract and its
functions. Issues under this classi cation are recommended to be xed with
utmost urgency.

Medium

Bugs or issues with that may be subject to exploit, though their impact is
somewhat limited. Issues under this classi cation are recommended to be
xed as soon as possible.

Low

E ects are minimal in isolation and do not pose a signi cant danger to the
project or its users. Issues under this classi cation are recommended to be
xed nonetheless.

Informational

Consistency, syntax or style best practices. Generally pose a negligible level
of risk, if any.

fi

fi
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1.3

1.3.1

BYieldToken

ID Severity Summary
01

LOW

Status

mint function can be used to pre-mint large amounts of tokens

before ownership is transferred to the Masterchef

RESOLVED

02

INFO

Governance functionality is broken

RESOLVED

03

INFO

delegateBySig can be frontrun and cause denial of service

RESOLVED

1.3.2

Masterchef

ID Severity Summary
04

HIGH

05

MEDIUM

06

Status

Severely excessive rewards issue when a token with a transfer tax is
added

RESOLVED

Setting feeAddress or devAddr to the zero address will break most
functionality

RESOLVED

LOW

The pendingByield function will revert if totalAllocPoint is zero

RESOLVED

07

LOW

Rounding errors may be present in buybackShare calculations

RESOLVED

08

LOW

Adding an EOA or a non-token contract as a pool will break
updatePool and massUpdatePools

RESOLVED

09

LOW

updateEmissionRate has no maximum safeguard

RESOLVED

10

INFO

BONUS_MULTIPLIER is redundant

RESOLVED

11

INFO

byield and feesProcessorAddress can be made immutable

RESOLVED

12

INFO

Pools use the contract balance to gure out the total deposits

RESOLVED

13

INFO

Minting can slightly exceed the maximum supply limit

RESOLVED

14

INFO

Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause
large supply tokens to receive zero emissions

RESOLVED

15

INFO

dev function can be renamed

RESOLVED

16

INFO

add, set, deposit, withdraw, emergencyWithdraw, dev,
setFeeAddress and updateEmissionRate functions can be made
external

RESOLVED

Lack of events for add and set

RESOLVED

17

INFO

Paladin Blockchain Security
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1.3.3

Presale

ID Severity Summary
18

HIGH

19
20

Status

The buy function can be called to force earlier presale buyers to
spend more BUSD

RESOLVED

HIGH

Users may be spending BUSD without getting any bYield tokens

RESOLVED

HIGH

setSaleActive can be called to enable or disable presale at any

time, or block token claiming

RESOLVED

21

HIGH

Owner can burn bYield tokens at any time

22

MEDIUM

Allowance can be manipulated by the dev

23

LOW

Rounding errors may be present in buy calculations

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

24

INFO

buy and transferOperator functions can be made external

25

INFO

Lack of events for withdrawUnsoldByield, withdrawFunds and
setSaleActive

RESOLVED

26

INFO

Contract uses raw addition

RESOLVED

27

INFO

Contract does not use Ownable

RESOLVED
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1.3.4
ID

FeesProcessor

Severity Summary

Status

28

HIGH

Router can be swapped to malicious router

RESOLVED

29

MEDIUM

Adding an EOA or non-token contract will break feeProcessing

RESOLVED

30

MEDIUM

lpTokens can be switched out

RESOLVED

31

MEDIUM

The underlying tokens in an LP pair can be misspeci ed

PARTIAL

32

MEDIUM

Funds sent here can be stolen

PARTIAL

33

LOW

Duplicated lpTokens may be added to the FeeProcessor

34

LOW

Slippage may be very high when converting to BUSD

35

LOW

BUSD can be hard-coded, and made immutable alongside

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

BUYBACK_ADDRESS

36

INFO

Contract does not use Ownable

RESOLVED

37

INFO

add, set and feesProcessing functions can be made external

RESOLVED

38

INFO

Lack of events for add and set

RESOLVED

Paladin Blockchain Security
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1.3.5
ID

Bu backProtocol

Severity Summary

Status

39

HIGH

Router can be swapped to malicious router

40

MEDIUM

Funds sent here can be stolen

41

LOW

Rounding errors may be present in buybackAndBurn function

RESOLVED

PARTIAL

RESOLVED

42

INFO

BUSD can be hard-coded, and made immutable alongside BYIELD

43

INFO

buybackAndBurn can be costly if done frequently

RESOLVED

44

INFO

buybackAndBurn function can be made external

RESOLVED

45

INFO

Lack of events for add, set, feesProcessing, withdrawFunds
and updatePancakeSwapRouter

RESOLVED

y
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1.3.6
ID

PrivateFarmMC

Severity Summary

46

HIGH

47

MEDIUM

48

MEDIUM

49

LOW

50

LOW

51
52

Status

Severely excessive rewards issue when a token with a transfer tax
is added

RESOLVED

Duplicated pools may be added to the Masterchef

RESOLVED

Setting feeAddress or devAddr to the zero address will break
most functionality

RESOLVED

Adding an EOA or a non-token contract as a pool will break
updatePool and massUpdatePools

RESOLVED

The pendingByield function will revert if totalAllocPoint is
zero

RESOLVED

LOW

updateEmissionRate has no maximum safeguard

RESOLVED

LOW

Users’ pending rewards are not cached

ACKNOWLEDGED

53

INFO

byield and presale can be made immutable

54

INFO

BONUS_MULTIPLIER and _depositFeeBP are redundant

55

INFO

Pools use the contract balance to gure out the total deposits

RESOLVED

56

INFO

Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can
cause large supply tokens to receive zero emissions

RESOLVED

1.3.7

RESOLVED

PARTIAL

Timelock

No issues found.

Paladin Blockchain Security
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2

Findin s

2.1

BYieldToken

The contract allows for BYield tokens to be minted when the mint function is called
by Owner, who at the time of deployment would be the deployer. Ownership is
generally transferred to the Masterchef via the transferOwnership function for
emission rewards to be minted and distributed to users staking in the Masterchef.
The mint function can be used to pre-mint tokens for various uses including
injection of initial liquidity, token presale, airdrops, and others.

2.1.1

Token Overview

Address

0xD03a6528f2AeBA23e972584410D4de10F182d90e

Token Supply

500,000

Decimal Places

18

Transfer Max Size

None

Transfer Min Size

None

Transfer Fees

None

Pre-mints

81,400

2.1.2

Privile ed Operations

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract:
•

mint

g

BYieldToken
g
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2.1.3

Issues & Recommendations

Issue #01

mint function can be used to pre-mint large amounts of tokens

before ownership is transferred to the Masterchef
Severity
Description

LOW SEVERITY

The mint function could be used to pre-mint tokens for legitimate
uses including, but not limited to, the injection of initial liquidity,
token presale, or airdrops; however, this function may also be used
to pre-mint and dump tokens when the token contract has been
deployed but before ownership is set to the Masterchef contract.
This risk is prevalent amongst less-reputable projects, and any premints can be prominently seen on the Blockchain.

Recommendation

Resolution

Consider being forthright if this mint function has been used by
letting your community know how much was minted, where they are
currently stored, if a vesting contract was used for token unlocking,
and nally the purpose of the mints.
RESOLVED

81,400 tokens has been pre-minted and ownership has been
transferred to the Masterchef..

fi
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Issue #02
Severity
Description

Governance functionality is broken
INFORMATIONAL

Although there is YAM-related delegation code in the token
contract which is usually used for governance and voting, the
delegation code can be abused as the delegates are not moved
during transfers and burns. This allows for double spending
attacks on the voting mechanism.
It should be noted that this issue is present in pretty much every
single farm out there including PancakeSwap and even
SushiSwap.

Recommendation(s)

Resolution

Page 15 of 56

The broken delegation-related code can be removed to reduce
the size of the contract. If voting is ever desired, it can still be
done through snapshot.org, used by many of the larger projects.
RESOLVED

BYieldToken
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Issue #03
Severity
Location

delegateBySig can be frontrun and cause denial of service
INFORMATIONAL

Line 117
require(nonce == nonces[signatory]++,
"BYIELD::delegateBySig: invalid nonce”);

Description

Currently if delegateBySig is executed twice, the second execution
will be reverted. It is thus in theory possible for a bot to pick up
delegateBySig transactions in the mempool and execute them
before a contract can. The issue with this is that the rest of said
contract functionality would be lost as well.
This could be a problem in case it would have been executed by a
contract that would have rewarded you for your delegation for
example.

Recommendation

Resolution

Page 16 of 56

Similar to the broken governance functionality issue, consider
removing this section of the contract as snapshot.org is a more
viable alternative.
RESOLVED

BYieldToken
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2.2

MasterChef

bYield Finance’s Masterchef is a fork of Goose Finance’s Masterchef. A notable
feature of forking the latter is the removal of the migrator function from
Pancakeswap, which of late has been used maliciously to steal user’s tokens. We
commend bYield Finance on their decision to fork a relatively safer version of the
Masterchef. Finally, the deposit fees have an upper limit of 4%, which is a
reasonable cap.
From the deposit fees, 40% is sent to the FeesProcessor contract which sells the
lpTokens for BUSD and then sending them to the buybackProtocol contract to

purchase and burn BYield tokens at regular intervals. The remaining 60% goes to
the owner.

2.2.1

Privile ed Operations

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract:
•

add

•

set

•

dev

•

setFeeAddress

•

updateEmissionRate

MasterChef
g
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2.2.2

Issues & Recommendations

Issue #04
Severity

Severely excessive rewards issue when a token with a transfer tax is
added
HIGH SEVERITY

Description

When tokens with a transfer tax are added to the pools, this will
result in signi cant excessive rewards. Due to the way the
Masterchef handles rewards, rewards can be heavily in ated when
the balance of the Masterchef no longer matches that of user
deposits. This happens for example with transfer tax tokens. This
issue is further ampli ed on Masterchefs like this one with a referral
mechanism, since tokens can be minted directly.
This aw of the Masterchef has recently been exploited on a
signi cant number of projects, all of which their native tokens went
to $0 afterwards because the exploit resulted in a large number of
native tokens being minted and dumped.
This issue was also present in SushiSwap (the original Masterchef).
Since they were never meant to have any tokens but LP tokens, it
was not a problem there but has become a problem to projects who
have started forking it for usage with less standard tokens.

Recommendation

Consider using the current standard of handling deposits, which is
based on how Uniswap handles transfer fees:

uint256 balanceBefore = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));
pool.lpToken.transferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), _amount);
_amount = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this)).sub(balanceBefore);

Resolution

fl

MasterChef
fi

fi

fi

fl
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Issue #05
Severity
Description

Setting feeAddress or devAddr to the zero address will break most
functionality
MEDIUM SEVERITY

Any attempt to transfer or mint tokens to the zero address will
revert, causing deposits and withdrawals to revert if the devAddr is
ever set to the zero address.
Deposits will fail if feeAddress is set to the zero address.

Recommendation

To prevent this from ever happening by accident and to limit
governance risks, consider adding a requirement like
require(_feeAddress != address(0), “!nonzero”);
require(_devAddr != address(0), “!nonzero”);

to the con guration function.
Resolution

fi
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RESOLVED

MasterChef
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Issue #06
Severity
Description

The pendingByield function will revert if totalAllocPoint is
zero
LOW SEVERITY

In the pendingByield function, at some point a division is made by
the totalAllocPoint variable. If all pools have their rewards set to
zero, this variable will be zero as well. The requests will then revert
with a division by zero error.

Recommendation

Consider only calculating the accumulated rewards since the
lastRewardBlock if the totalAllocPoint variable is greater than

zero.
This check can simply be added to the existing check that veri es
the block.number and lpSupply, like so:
if (block.number > pool.lastRewardBlock && lpSupply != 0 &&
totalAllocPoint > 0) {

Resolution

Issue #07
Severity
Description

RESOLVED

Rounding errors may be present in buybackShare calculations
LOW SEVERITY

The calculation of deposit fees to be transferred to the
feesProcessorAddress and feeAddress may be subject to

rounding errors as it performs a division before multiplication.
Solidity best practices recommends to use mul before div.

Resolution

Page 20 of 56

Consider instead to perform multiplications before divisions.
RESOLVED

MasterChef
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Recommendation

Issue #08
Severity
Description

Adding an EOA or a non-token contract as a pool will break
updatePool and massUpdatePools
LOW SEVERITY

updatePool will always call balanceOf(address(this)) on the

token of this pool, and will fail if the token is not an actual token
contract address.
Recommendation

Consider simply adding a test line in the add function. If the token
does not exist, this will make sure the add function fails.
_lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));

Resolution

Issue #09
Severity

RESOLVED

updateEmissionRate has no maximum safeguard
LOW SEVERITY

Description

Projects sometimes accidentally update their emission rate to a
severely high number either by accident or with malicious intent.

Recommendation

Consider adding a MAX_EMISSION_RATE variable and setting it to a
reasonable value.
require(_byieldPerBlock <= MAX_EMISSION_RATE,”Too high”);

Resolution

RESOLVED

There is now an upper limit of 10 tokens per block.

Page 21 of 56
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Issue #10
Severity
Description

BONUS_MULTIPLIER is redundant
INFORMATIONAL

The BONUS_MULTIPLIER does not look to be used anywhere in the
contract and can thus be removed to reduce the length of the
contract.

Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #11
Severity
Description

Consider removing this variable.
RESOLVED

byield and feesProcessorAddress can be made immutable
INFORMATIONAL

Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modi ed can
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Resolution

Page 22 of 56

Consider making the above variables explicitly immutable.
RESOLVED

MasterChef
fi

Recommendation
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Issue #12

Pools use the contract balance to gure out the total deposits

Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Description

As with pretty much all Masterchefs, the total number of tokens in
the Masterchef contract is used to determine the total number of
deposits. This can cause dilution of rewards when people
accidentally send tokens to the masterchef. More severely, because
the native token is constantly minted, this will cause severe dilution
on the native token pool.

Recommendation

Consider adding an lpSupply variable to the PoolInfo that keeps
track of the total deposits.

Resolution

RESOLVED

MasterChef
fi
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Issue #13

Minting can slightly exceed the maximum supply limit

Severity
Description

INFORMATIONAL

To account for the supply limit of 500,000 thousand tokens, bYield
keeps track of the total minted token count using the following
require statement in the mint code:
if(byield.totalSupply() >= MAX_SUPPLY) {
return 0;
}

This code sets the multiplier and by extension byieldReward to a
positive number if the total supply of BYield tokens exceeds
500,000 tokens. However, the issue is that this does not account for
the supply to be minted in the call itself (the incremental amount).
This is best illustrated with an example:
Assume that the circulatingSupply (current amount minted) is
499,999 tokens. If the next mint call wants to mint 2 tokens, the
check will still pass as it only checks whether the supply has not yet
been reached before the mint, not after. Thus one too many tokens
has been minted and the supply is now 500,001 tokens forever.
Subsequent mints will now fail properly so this is the nal supply.
Additionally, these checks and minting caps are usually done in the
updatePool function, rather than in the getMultiplier function to

more accurately account for the issue mentioned above.
Recommendation

Consider adjusting the code to account for the amount to be minted
in the updatePool function instead. A simple example of this is the
following code:
if(byield.totalSupply().add(byieldReward) <= MAX_SUPPLY) {
byield.mint(address(this), byieldReward);
} else if(byield.totalSupply() < MAX_SUPPLY) {
byield.mint(address(this),
MAX_SUPPLY.sub(byield.totalSupply()));
}
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RESOLVED

MasterChef
fi

Resolution
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Issue #14

Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause
large supply tokens to receive zero emissions

Severity
Description

INFORMATIONAL

Within updatePool, accByieldPerShare is based on the lpSupply
variable.
pool.accByieldPerShare =
pool.accByieldPerShare.add(ByieldReward.mul(1e12).div(lpSupply)
);

However, if this lpSupply becomes a severely large value, precision
errors may occur due to rounding. This is famously seen when pools
decide to add meme-tokens which usually have huge supplies and
no decimals.
Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #15
Severity

Consider increasing precision to 1e18 across the entire contract.
RESOLVED

dev function can be renamed
INFORMATIONAL

Description

Users may be confused on what the dev function does.

Recommendation

Consider renaming to setDevAddress.

Resolution
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RESOLVED

MasterChef
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Issue #16

Severity
Description

add, set, deposit, withdraw, emergencyWithdraw, dev,
setFeeAddress and updateEmissionRate functions can be made
external
INFORMATIONAL

The above functions can be changed from public to external.
Apart from being a best practice when the function is not used
within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain
cases.

Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #17
Severity

Consider making these functions external.
RESOLVED

Lack of events for add and set
INFORMATIONAL

Description

Functions that a ect the status of sensitive variables should emit
events as noti cations.

Recommendation

Add events for for the above variables.

Resolution

ff

fi
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RESOLVED

MasterChef
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2.3

Presale

Users may purchase bYield tokens for 10 BUSD each. In doing so, they would be
allocated 60% allowance for farming in the private Masterchef.
From the resolution round, the client has implemented an additional feature where
the buy function can only be called if there are 50,000 bYield tokens in the contract
and any deviation from this could result in the presale no longer functioning.

2.3.1

Privile ed Operations

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract:
•

changeWhitelistingAllowance

•

withdrawFunds

•

withdrawUnsoldBYIELD

•

transferOperator

Presale
g
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2.3.2

Issues & Recommendations
The buy function can be called to force earlier presale buyers to
spend more BUSD

Issue #18
Severity

HIGH SEVERITY

Description

By default, users give in nite allowance to contracts when spending
tokens. In this case, the buy function allows for anyone to call it and
input an external address as the bene ciary. The function then
transfers BUSD from the bene ciary address to the presale
contract, up to 10,000 BUSD.
If any bene ciary address has not spent up to that amount and
there are malicious actors who notice that in nite allowance was
given (rather than modifying it such that the allowance is only equal
to what the user is prepared to spend for the presale), they would
be able to call this function and thus force the bene ciary to spend
up to the maximum of 10,000 BUSD.
Consider making this function only take BUSD from msg.sender

Recommendation

rather than parsing a bene ciary parameter.
Resolution

RESOLVED

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

Presale
fi

fi
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Issue #19

Users may be spending BUSD without getting any bYield tokens

Severity

HIGH SEVERITY

The buy function does not transfer any bYield tokens when a user

Description

calls it. Instead, the buy function takes in BUSD from the user and
records the number of tokens that can be withdrawn by calling
claimTokens at a later date. Unfortunately, users may be able to

call the buy function only to nd out that there are no tokens that
can be claimed when they call the claimTokens function, resulting
in up to 300,000 BUSD being sent to the presale contract with no
assurance that there will be any bYield tokens claimable.
Recommendation

Consider transferring bYield tokens in the buy function to the user
directly, and removing the claimTokens function altogether. The
client must also ensure that there are su cient bYield tokens in the
presale contract, failing which the buy function will revert (50,000
bYield tokens at current rate).

Resolution

RESOLVED

There is now a requirement that 50,000 tokens are in the Presale
contract, though the risks associated with that requirement have
been detailed in the previous issue.

ffi

Presale
fi
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Issue #20

setSaleActive can be called to enable or disable presale at any

time, or block token claiming
Severity
Description

HIGH SEVERITY

The owner is able to enable presale to start earlier than advertised,
allowing privileged insiders to purchase tokens before others.
Additionally, if the owner does not set isSaleActive to false,
then users would never be able to claim their bYield tokens due to
this require statement in the claimTokens function :
require (isSaleActive == false, "Sale is still active");

Recommendation

Consider hard-coding the startBlock and endBlock for which the
presale is active instead. In the buy function, these can be added:
require(block.number >= startBlock, "Sale has not
started!");
require(block.number < endBlock, "Sale has already ended!");

This assumes that the claimTokens function is removed, and that
bYield tokens are transferred to the buyer in the buy function.
Resolution

RESOLVED

Both buy and claimTokens functions now utilize startBlock and
endBlock.
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Issue #21
Severity
Description

Owner can burn bYield tokens at any time
HIGH SEVERITY

The owner is able to call the withdrawUnsoldBYIELD to burn all
bYield tokens in the contract. In the current state of the contract,
should this happen, users would not receive any tokens when they
call claimTokens.

Recommendation

Consider only allowing this function to be called several days after
the sale has ended (assuming bYield tokens are sent to the buyer
when the buy function is called, per the recommendation above):
require(block.number > endBlock, "Burning tokens too
prematurely!");

Resolution

RESOLVED

Unsold bYield tokens can only be burned after a week from
endBlock.

Issue #22
Severity
Description

Allowance can be manipulated by the dev
MEDIUM SEVERITY

When this contract is deployed, the owner is set as the operator,
and can thus call the changeWhitelistingAllowance function to
give any address unlimited allowance to deposit into the private
Masterchef. They could also set any allowance to 0, even for presale
buyers, causing them to not have any allowance to deposit into the
private Masterchef.

Recommendation

Consider setting the Masterchef as the operator in the constructor,
rather than msg.sender.

Resolution

ACKNOWLEDGED

The client has stated that they will renounce the Operator privileges
after deployment.
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Issue #23
Severity
Description

Rounding errors may be present in buy calculations
LOW SEVERITY

The calculation of allowances to be credited to the users in
whitelistAllowance[_buyer] may be subject to rounding errors

as it performs a division before multiplication. Solidity best
practices recommends using mul before div.
Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #24
Severity
Description

Consider instead to perform multiplications before divisions.
RESOLVED

buy and transferOperator functions can be made external
INFORMATIONAL

The above functions can be changed from public to external.
Apart from being a best practice when the function is not used
within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain
cases.

Recommendation
Resolution
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Lack of events for withdrawUnsoldByield, withdrawFunds and

Issue #25

setSaleActive

Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Description

Functions that a ect the status of sensitive variables should emit
events as noti cations.

Recommendation

Add events for the above functions.

Resolution

RESOLVED

Issue #26

Contract uses raw addition

Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Line 85

Location

require (tokensOwned[_buyer] + tokens <= 1000 ether, "Max
limit of 10,000 BUSD reached");
Line 88
require (busdReceived +

_amount <= 500000 ether, "Presale

hardcap reached");

Description

Although the risk of over ow is low, it is considered best practice to
use SafeMath rather than raw addition and subtraction in arithmetic
operations.

Recommendation

Consider using SafeMath’s add rather than raw addition.

Resolution

RESOLVED

Presale
fl

ff

fi
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Issue #27
Severity

Contract does not use Ownable
INFORMATIONAL

Description

Currently, contract ownership cannot be transferred because
OpenZeppelin’s Ownable library is not inherited.

Recommendation

Consider inheriting the Ownable library.

Resolution
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2.4

FeesProcessor

This contract receives 40% of the deposit fees from the Masterchef in the form of
each pool’s lpTokens, and sells them for BUSD before transferring the tokens to the
Buyback Protocol contract to repurchase bYield tokens.

2.4.1

Privile ed Operations

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract:
•

add

•

set

•

withdrawFunds

•

updatePancakeSwapRouter

FeesProcessor
g
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2.4.2

Issues & Recommendations

Issue #28
Severity
Description

Router can be swapped to malicious router
HIGH SEVERITY

The operator can update the router via updatePancakeSwapRouter
that is used for breaking and swapping BUSD to any contract they
desire. This could very well be a malicious contract that takes all
swapped tokens and sends them to the owner. Note that an invalid
Router address will cause the buybackAndBurn function to break in
this contract.

Recommendation

Resolution

Issue #29
Severity
Description

Consider removing this function, and hard-coding the Router
address instead.
RESOLVED

Adding an EOA or non-token contract will break feeProcessing
MEDIUM SEVERITY

feeProcessing will call the breakLPAndProcessFees function,

which calls balanceOf(address(this)). This will fail if the
lpToken address is not a valid contract.

Recommendation

Consider simply adding a test line in the add function. If the token
does not exist, this will make sure the add function fails.
_lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));

Resolution
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Issue #30
Severity
Description

lpTokens can be switched out
MEDIUM SEVERITY

In the set function, the owner is able to swap out the lpTokens,
tokenA and tokenB, to any contract address. Note that this is not a

High Risk issue because user funds are not at risk, but it may impact
the e cacy of the breakLPAndProcessFees, potentially even
causing the function to revert if any of the above contract addresses
are invalid.
Note that breakLPAndProcessFees may also fail if lpInfo is too
large as gas may run out.
Recommendation

Consider removing the ability to arbitrarily swap out the lpToken
address, tokenA and tokenB. It is unheard of that the underlying
tokens in an LP pair contract should ever change.

Resolution

RESOLVED

set function has been removed.

ffi
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Issue #31

The underlying tokens in an LP pair can be misspeci ed

Severity
Description

MEDIUM SEVERITY

In the add function, the owner would specify the lpToken, tokenA
and tokenB addresses. This opens up the possibility to human error
by parsing in an incorrect address for either tokenA or tokenB,
which do not match the composition of lpToken.
breakLPAndProcessFees will also fail if either tokenA or tokenB is

not a valid contract.
Additionally, if _isLP is set to false, then tokenA and tokenB must
be set to the zero address.
Recommendation

Consider querying in the composition of the LP tokens (tokenA and
tokenB) from the Pancakeswap AMM instead of manually inputting

them. Additionally, add in a require statement to ensure that
tokenA and tokenB are set to zero address, like so:
if (_isLP == false){
require(_tokenA == address(0) && _tokenB == address(0));
}
_;

Resolution

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

TokenA and tokenB will be set to the zero address if isLP is false.
The client will nonetheless manually input the composition of LP
tokens.

FeesProcessor
fi
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Issue #32

Funds sent here can be stolen

Severity

MEDIUM SEVERITY

Description

Before feeProcessing is called, the owner can withdraw all funds
sent here by the Masterchef by calling withdrawFunds. The owner
recognises this and has commented that they will set the
FeeProcessor contract behind a Timelock.

Recommendation

Consider removing this function altogether. If that cannot be
achieved, then we shall mark this issue as Resolved if the contract is
set behind at least 1 day long Timelock.

Resolution

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

The client will place the contract behind a 1 day Timelock. Once
that has occured, we shall mark this issue as Resolved.

Duplicated lpTokens may be added to the FeeProcessor

Issue #33
Severity

LOW SEVERITY

Description

The add function allows for duplicate lpTokens to be added which
would lead to gas wastage as breakLPAndProcessFees iterates
over the same lpTokens.

Recommendation

The addition of a modi er that checks for duplicate lpTokens could
help prevent this incident from occurring.
mapping(IBEP20 => bool) public lpExistence;
modifier nonDuplicated(IBEP20 _lpToken) {
require(lpExistence[_lpToken] == false, "nonDuplicated:
duplicated");
_;
}

Resolution

RESOLVED

FeesProcessor
fi
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Issue #34
Severity
Description

Slippage may be very high when converting to BUSD
LOW SEVERITY

All swaps to BUSD incur maximum slippage due to this line:
0, // accept any amount of BUSD

If there are no direct [token, BUSD] swap routes, then slippage may
be very high. If liquidity is poor, then slippage may also be very high.
Recommendation

Resolution

Issue #35

The simplest route would be to swap to WBNB (if on the Binance
Smart Chain) as most token pairs are generally bootstrapped to the
native ecosystem’s token, before swapping WBNB and using that to
purchase and burn bYield tokens.
ACKNOWLEDGED

BUSD can be hard-coded, and made immutable alongside
BUYBACK_ADDRESS

Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Description

Any address can be hard-coded as ‘BUSD’ in the constructor. To
avoid accidentally inputting a wrong address, the o cial BUSD
contract address can be hard-coded instead. Additionally, variables
that are only set in the constructor but never modi ed can be
indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is considered
best practice since it makes the code more accessible for thirdparty reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation

Consider hard-coding the BUSD address, and making both
BUYBACK_ADDRESS and BUSD immutable.

Resolution

RESOLVED

ffi

FeesProcessor
fi
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Issue #36
Severity

Contract does not use Ownable
INFORMATIONAL

Description

Currently, contract ownership cannot be transferred because
OpenZeppelin’s Ownable library is not inherited.

Recommendation

Consider inheriting the Ownable library.

Resolution

Issue #37
Severity
Description

RESOLVED

add, set and feesProcessing functions can be made external
INFORMATIONAL

The above functions can be changed from public to external.
Apart from being a best practice when the function is not used
within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in certain
cases.

Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #38
Severity

Consider making these functions external.
RESOLVED

Lack of events for add and set
INFORMATIONAL

Description

Functions that a ect the status of sensitive variables should emit
events as noti cations.

Recommendation

Add events for the above variables.

Resolution

ff

fi
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2.5

Bu backProtocol

This contract takes in BUSD from the FeeProcessor contract and purchases bYield
tokens and then burning them.

2.5.1

Privile ed Operations

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract:
•

withdrawFunds

•

updatePancakeSwapRouter

BuybackProtocol
g

y
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2.5.2

Issues & Recommendations

Issue #39
Severity
Description

Router can be swapped to malicious router
HIGH SEVERITY

The operator can update the router via updatePancakeSwapRouter
that is used for breaking and swapping BUSD to any contract they
desire. This could very well be a malicious contract that takes all
swapped tokens and sends them to the owner. Note that an invalid
Router address will cause the buybackAndBurn function to break in
this contract.

Recommendation

Resolution

Issue #40
Severity
Description

Consider removing this function, and hard-coding the Router
address instead.
RESOLVED

Funds sent here can be stolen
MEDIUM SEVERITY

The Owner can withdraw all funds sent here by the FeesProcessor
contract by calling withdrawFunds. Additionally, if startBlock is
set to a block long into the future, then buybackAndBurn will fail to
ever be called, and so the owner can just continually withdraw all
funds in the contract at any time.
The owner recognises this and has commented that they will set the
FeeProcessor contract behind a Timelock.

Recommendation

Resolution

Consider removing this function altogether. If that cannot be
achieved, then we shall mark this issue as Resolved if the contract is
set behind at least 1 day long Timelock.
PARTIALLY RESOLVED

The client will place the contract behind a 1 day Timelock. Once
that has occured, we shall mark this issue as Resolved.
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Issue #41
Severity
Description

Rounding errors may be present in buybackAndBurn function
LOW SEVERITY

The calculation of buybackAmount may be subject to rounding
errors as it performs a division before multiplication. Solidity best
practices recommends to use mul before div.

Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #42
Severity
Description

Consider instead to perform multiplications before divisions.
RESOLVED

BUSD can be hard-coded, and made immutable alongside BYIELD
INFORMATIONAL

Any address can be hard-coded as BUSD in the constructor. To
avoid accidentally inputting a wrong address, the o cial BUSD
contract address can be hard-coded instead.
Additionally, variables that are only set in the constructor but never
modi ed can be indicated as such with the immutable keyword.
This is considered best practice since it makes the code more
accessible for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation

Consider hard-coding the BUSD address, and making both BYIELD
and BUSD immutable.

Resolution

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

BUSD has been hard-coded (testnet address), but both BYIELD and
BUSD are not immutable.

BuybackProtocol
ffi

fi
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buybackAndBurn can be costly if done frequently

Issue #43
Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Description

Currently, the interval is set to 100 blocks which is about 5 minutes
on the Binance Smart Chain network. Note that if this function is
called every 5 minutes, it may be very costly to do so. In addition,
purchasing and burning tokens every 5 minutes does seem rather
excessive, especially if the BUSD balance is only very little.

Recommendation

It may be cheaper to set the interval to a longer period, say every
hour. Purchasing tokens every 5 minutes versus every hour should
not have any signi cant di erence at all.

Resolution

RESOLVED

Buybacks occur every 4 hours now.

buybackAndBurn function can be made external

Issue #44
Severity

INFORMATIONAL

The buybackAndBurn function can be changed from public to

Description

external. Apart from being a best practice when the function is not

used within the contract, this can lead to a lower gas usage in
certain cases.
Recommendation
Resolution

RESOLVED

BuybackProtocol
ff
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Issue #45

Lack of events for add, set, feesProcessing, withdrawFunds and
updatePancakeSwapRouter

Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Description

Functions that a ect the status of sensitive variables should emit
events as noti cations.

Recommendation

Add events for the above functions.

Resolution

ff

fi
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2.6

PrivateFarmMC

The PrivateFarm Masterchef is a fork of Goose Finance’s Masterchef. A notable
feature of forking the latter is the removal of the migrator function from
Pancakeswap, which of late has been used maliciously to steal user’s tokens. We
commend bYield Finance on their decision to fork a relatively safer version of the
Masterchef. Finally, the deposit fees have an upper limit of 4%, which is a
reasonable cap.
Additionally, this contract is meant to allow only presale token buyers to farm in the
contract. Harvests are locked for 5 days, and any deposits can only be withdrawn
after 3 days.

2.6.1

Privile ed Operations

The following functions can be called by the owner of the contract:
•

add

•

set

•

setDevAddress

•

setFeeAddress

•

updateEmissionRate

PrivateFarmMC
g
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2.6.2

Issues & Recommendations

Issue #46
Severity

Severely excessive rewards issue when a token with a transfer tax is
added
HIGH SEVERITY

Description

When tokens with a transfer tax are added to the pools, this will
result in signi cant excessive rewards. Due to the way the
Masterchef handles rewards, rewards can be heavily in ated when
the balance of the Masterchef no longer matches that of user
deposits. This happens for example with transfer tax tokens. This
issue is further ampli ed on Masterchefs like this one with a referral
mechanism, since tokens can be minted directly.
This aw of the Masterchef has recently been exploited on a
signi cant number of projects, all of which their native tokens went
to $0 afterwards because the exploit resulted in a large number of
native tokens being minted and dumped.
This issue was also present in SushiSwap (the original Masterchef).
Since they were never meant to have any tokens but LP tokens, it
was not a problem there but has become a problem to projects who
have started forking it for usage with less standard tokens.

Recommendation

Consider using the current standard of handling deposits, which is
based on how Uniswap handles transfer fees:

uint256 balanceBefore = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));
pool.lpToken.transferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), _amount);
_amount = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this)).sub(balanceBefore);

Resolution

fl

PrivateFarmMC
fi

fi

fi

fl
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Issue #47

Duplicated pools may be added to the Masterchef

Severity

MEDIUM SEVERITY

Description

The add function allows for duplicate pools to be added, which
would lead to dilution of emission rewards to stakers.

Recommendation

The addition of a modi er that checks for duplicate pools could help
prevent this incident from occurring.
mapping(IBEP20 => bool) public poolExistence;
modifier nonDuplicated(IBEP20 _lpToken) {
require(poolExistence[_lpToken] == false,
"nonDuplicated: duplicated");
_;
}

Alternatively, you could account for this by adding in an lpSupply
variable under poolInfo. This has the bene t of accounting for
accurately accounting for deposits in the Masterchef.
Resolution

RESOLVED

fi

PrivateFarmMC
fi
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Issue #48
Severity
Description

Setting feeAddress or devAddr to the zero address will break most
functionality
MEDIUM SEVERITY

Any attempt to transfer or mint tokens to the zero address will
revert, causing deposits and withdrawals to revert if the devAddr is
ever set to the zero address.
Deposits will fail if feeAddress is set to the zero address.

Recommendation

To prevent this from ever happening by accident and to limit
governance risks, consider adding a requirement like
require(_feeAddress != address(0), “!nonzero”);
require(_devAddr != address(0), “!nonzero”);

to the con guration function.
Resolution

Issue #49
Severity
Description

RESOLVED

Adding an EOA or a non-token contract as a pool will break
updatePool and massUpdatePools
LOW SEVERITY

updatePool will always call balanceOf(address(this)) on the

token of this pool, and will fail if the token is not an actual token
contract address.
Recommendation

Consider simply adding a test line in the add function. If the token
does not exist, this will make sure the add function fails.
_lpToken.balanceOf(address(this));

Resolution

fi
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Issue #50
Severity
Description

The pendingByield function will revert if totalAllocPoint is
zero
LOW SEVERITY

In the pendingByield function, at some point a division is made by
the totalAllocPoint variable. If all pools have their rewards set to
zero, this variable will be zero as well. The requests will then revert
with a division by zero error.

Recommendation

Consider only calculating the accumulated rewards since the
lastRewardBlock if the totalAllocPoint variable is greater than

zero.
This check can simply be added to the existing check that veri es
the block.number and lpSupply, like so:
if (block.number > pool.lastRewardBlock && lpSupply != 0 &&
totalAllocPoint > 0) {

Resolution

Issue #51
Severity

RESOLVED

updateEmissionRate has no maximum safeguard
LOW SEVERITY

Description

Projects sometimes accidentally update their emission rate to a
severely high number either by accident or with malicious intent.

Recommendation

Consider adding a MAX_EMISSION_RATE variable and setting it to a
reasonable value.
require(_byieldPerBlock <= MAX_EMISSION_RATE,”Too high”);

Resolution

RESOLVED

There is now an upper limit of 10 tokens per block.

PrivateFarmMC
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Issue #52
Severity
Description

Users’ pending rewards are not cached
LOW SEVERITY

In the deposit and withdraw functions, users’ rewardDebt is
increased even though no pending rewards are paid out nor cached,
ultimately resulting in lower rewards being paid out when harvesting
is unlocked.
For example, in the deposit function:
if (user.amount > 0 && block.number >= harvestUnlockBlock) {
uint256 pending =
user.amount.mul(pool.accByieldPerShare).div(1e12).sub(user.r
ewardDebt);
if (pending > 0) {
safeByieldTransfer(msg.sender, pending);
}
}
. . .
user.rewardDebt =
user.amount.mul(pool.accByieldPerShare).div(1e12);

Recommendation

Consider caching the rewards, similar to how Pantherswap does via
their payOrLockupPendingPanther function, or simply just caching
user rewards and paying out these harvests after endBlock has
passed.

Resolution
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Issue #53
Severity
Description

byield and presale can be made immutable
INFORMATIONAL

Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modi ed can
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation
Resolution

Issue #54
Severity

Consider making the above variables explicitly immutable.
RESOLVED

BONUS_MULTIPLIER and _depositFeeBP are redundant
INFORMATIONAL

Description

Both the BONUS_MULTIPLIER and _depositFeeBP do not look to
be used in the contract, and can thus be removed to reduce the
length of the contract.

Recommendation

Consider removing this variable.

Resolution

PARTIALLY RESOLVED

BONUS_MULTIPLIER has been removed, though depositFeeBP is

left in. There is no harm to this.

PrivateFarmMC
fi
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Issue #55

Pools use the contract balance to gure out the total deposits

Severity

INFORMATIONAL

Description

As with pretty much all Masterchefs, the total number of tokens in
the Masterchef contract is used to determine the total number of
deposits. This can cause dilution of rewards when people
accidentally send tokens to the masterchef. More severely, because
the native token is constantly minted, this will cause severe dilution
on the native token pool.

Recommendation

Consider adding an lpSupply variable to the PoolInfo that keeps
track of the total deposits.

Resolution

Issue #56

RESOLVED

Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause
large supply tokens to receive zero emissions

Severity
Description

INFORMATIONAL

Within updatePool, accByieldPerShare is based on the lpSupply
variable.
pool.accByieldPerShare =
pool.accByieldPerShare.add(ByieldReward.mul(1e12).div(lpSupply)
);

However, if this lpSupply becomes a severely large value, precision
errors may occur due to rounding. This is famously seen when pools
decide to add meme-tokens which usually have huge supplies and
no decimals.
Recommendation

Consider increasing precision to 1e18 across the entire contract.

Resolution

RESOLVED

PrivateFarmMC
fi
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2.7

Timelock

The Timelock contract is a clean fork of Compound Finance’s timelock. This is the
most common contract used in DeFi to time lock overnance access and is thus
compatible with most third-party tools.

Parameter

Value

Description

Delay

1 day

The delay indicates the time the administrator has to wait after
queuing a transaction to execute it.

Minimum
Delay

6 hours

The minDelay indicates the lowest value that the delay can
minimally be set.
Sometimes, projects will queue a transaction that sets the
delay to zero with the hope that nobody notices it. However,

because of the minimum delay parameter, the value of delay
can never be lower than that of the minDelay value. Note that
the administrator could still queue a transaction to simply
transfer the ownership back to their own account so it is still
important to inspect every transaction carefully.
Maximum
Delay

30 days

The maximum delay indicates the highest value that the delay
can be set.

Grace Period

14 days

After the delay has expired after queueing a transaction, the
administrator can only execute it within the grace period. This
is to prevent them from hiding a malicious transaction among
much earlier transactions, hoping that it goes unnoticed or
buried, which can be executed in the future.

2.7.1

Issues & Recommendations

No issues found.

Timelock
g
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